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“It's kind of like a living organism.
It helps us think fast,
it helps us be more responsive,
it helps us in our planning.”
Roma Balzer,
Te Runanga o Kirikiriroa
New Zealand

dig Deeper.
Athena offers a special online subscription service that utilizes the best in
class dashboard reporting engine “Tableau” to provide a suite of online
dashboards.

CUSTOM REPORT
DEVELOPMENT

Agile.

These core dashboards present statistical data from Penelope in a variety
of striking visualizations to help you understand your service level,
demographic and worker performance data, breakdowns and trends with
greater clarity and insight.
Penelope Online Dashboards also offer some powerful BI tools such as
automatic online report generation and distribution, real time dynamic data
manipulation and filtering, ad hoc output to CSV/ text file, advanced
geocoding, and configurable grouping, annotations and aliasing.
These dashboards are not intended to answer all of your agency’s key
reporting needs, but rather to serve as a base platform upon which you
can engage with the Athena Advantage team to build out your custom
reporting requirements (fees apply) in a much more robust, agile and cost
effective way than otherwise available. This annual subscription service is
available as an Athena SaaS option only.

AUTOMATIC
REPORT
DISTRIBUTION

Automatic.

DRILL DOWN &
INTERACT WITH
DATA

Insightful.

What you Get with your Annual Penelope
Online Dashboards Subscription.
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One Inter-actor License that enables your agency to access the core Penelope
Online Dashboards for your agency (see dashboard screenshots below) securely
via a web browser
This Inter-actor account lets you “interact” with the dashboards in real time dynamically applying filters, accessing / downloading the underlying data, and
emailing pdfs of the dashboards as desired.
You may purchase additional inter-actor licenses as needed. You might for
example, use an additional inter-actor for a specific funder or stakeholder to whom
you need to provide reports on a regular, recurring basis. This could be achieved
by engaging Athena to develop the custom report and then it could be assigned to
the specific inter-actor and they would automatically be emailed that report on a
scheduled basis (eg. every quarter) - no more need to run and distribute the
reports manually!
Your Inter-actor License also allows you to use the browser-based Web authoring
tool so that you can create your own custom worksheets and dashboards using
our built-in database views. Note that client names are not available for inclusion
in these reports.
A suite of core business intelligence dashboards is accessible with your subscription.
These dashboards are described in the documentation and screen shots are supplied
below (we’re improving these all the time so they are naturally subject to change
without notice) .
Upon request, you will also have access to Penelope’s core standard SQL database
views to build your own single-view dashboards to add to your core dashboard suite.
These dashboards offer several visualizations of the data that you can manipulate/
filter, explore, save and share
These dashboards will give you a taste of what Tableau is capable of delivering in
terms of robust and dynamically filtered data visualizations.
Once you have Tableau online connectivity to your data, you can engage the
Athena Advantage data services team to design and deliver additional custom
reports based on your specifications in an efficient, rapid and cost effective manner
(fees apply). Tableau online provides a great platform for moving beyond the core
dashboards to custom reporting for your agency’s diverse reporting needs.

Penelope Online Dashboards
data visualization tools.
MODIFY AND SAVE FOR FUTURE USE
CREATE CUSTOM
CATEGORIZATIONS / GROUPINGS
COMMENT/ ANNOTATE REPORTS /
DATA POINTS WITH TEXT
EXTENSIVE GEOCODING AND
GEOGRAPHICAL REPORTING CAPABILITIES
CUSTOM SORT OPTIONS
DRILL DOWN INTO
UNDERLYING DATA
MANY DATA TYPES AND GRAPH
OPTIONS AVAILABLE
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Selected Penelope
Online Dashboards.
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Tailored Services:
Custom Reporting.
As amazing and flexible as Penelope is, there
may be times where some additional
“connective” work is needed to bridge a
unique gap between Penelope and other
information systems (eg. Finance, HR,
government reporting bodies) or legacy data.
DATA
MIGRATION

We can also add significant value by creating
custom reporting dashboards or output files,
web service integrations to sync or securely
share data with third party systems or extend
the benefits of Penelope for your organization
through bespoke application customization.
Sometimes all that is needed is some help
building out or configuring the system.
Our multi-disciplinary Athena Advantage
Services team is well equipped to provide
creative tailored solutions to your unique
requirements.

CUSTOM
REPORTING

CUSTOM
INTEGRATIONS

CUSTOM
CONFIGURATION

SOFTWARE
CUSTOMIZATION

Custom Needs.
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Sample Custom
Penelope Dashboards.
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case management software

athena software
www.athenasoftware.net
info@athenasoftware.net
1st floor, 33 Dupont Street East
Waterloo, Ontario Canada N2J 2G8
NORTH AMERICA 1.866.806.6014
AUSTRALIA 02 8005 8037
UK 020 3239 1689
NZ 027 228 0105
FAX 519.570.3147
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